The Valley Mountain Bikers procured new way finding blazes for the multi-use trail system at Salisbury Walking Purchase Park using grant money awarded by the Lehigh Valley Greenways. The new blazes were installed in Spring of 2018 and replace old blazes which were not adequate to distinguish different trails at the system, especially for new users of the park.

The existing wayfinding blazes for the multi-use trail system at Salisbury Walking Purchase park had become difficult to use, especially for new users of the park who were not familiar with the trail system. Over time, existing blazes had fallen down or become faded in color, leaving the trail system without adequate trail marking.
SOLUTION

VMB procured new color coded trail blazes for all of the trails at the trail system. In addition to the color coded trails, all blazes include the trail name, which will help users identify which trail they are on. In conjunction with this project a new map for the trail system is being developed which will be available at the trail heads and for download on the internet.
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